
Saeco Moltio Focus HD8767 
 
“Every moment deserves its coffee flavour.” The Moltio Focus is a unique masterpiece crafted to offer a 
tailored taste experience. Made in Europe, this super-automatic machine is perfect for the home consumer 
that loves experimenting with different coffee flavours and roast profiles. 
 
Dimensions: 256mm x 470mm x 350mm 
Weight: 8.5 kg 
Power: 1850 Watts, 120 Volts 
Pump pressure: 15 bars 
Bean hopper capacity: 290 g 
Milk carafe capacity: 500 mL 
Water tank capacity: 1.9 L 
Waste container capacity: 15 servings 
Max cup height: 142 mm 
Colour: Black 
 
Exclusive and patented bean switcher: Experimenting with flavours and preparing the right 
coffee that always matches your mood and the occasion will be as easy as one click. 
Seven beverages: Espresso, cappuccio, hot water, cafe creme, frothed milk, espresso 
macchiato, latte macchiato. 
Adjustable and saveable coffee settings: Coffee length, strength, pre-infusion, and temperature. 
Innovative memo function: Get a perfect cup of espresso brewed according to your personal 
preferences every time. 
Intuitive programming: Press and hold buttons making it easy to set your ideal espresso or 
coffee length. 
Energy-saving: Automatic shut off function to reduce the consumption of energy. 
Quick-heat thermoblock boiler: Reach hot temperatures faster than ever before, and enjoy your 
brew in no time thanks to the light aluminum and stainless steel body. 
Five adjustable grinder settings: Fine-tune the richness of your brew with easy customizability. 
Durable ceramic grinders: Make over 20,000 cups of the finest coffee. 
High-tech ceramic grinders: Exceptionally hard and precise. Fresh beans are gently ground 
without the risk of overheating. 
Superior coffee taste: Extracts the best flavours and aroma. 
Pre-ground coffee slot: Bypass the grinder with pre-ground coffee if you’re looking to brew a 
decaf coffee or trying a new coffee. 
Simultaneous brewing: Have the option to brew to cups at once. 
Cup warming surface: Keeps cups at a perfect temperature ready for coffee at any time. 
Hot water option: Make americanos or dispense hot water for tea or other beverages. 
Classic milk frother panarello: Assume the role of master craftsman and add a rich, velvety 
foam to your favourite beverages. 
Panarello prowess: Offers better temperature control. 



Removable bean hopper: Sub out beans on the fly with a sliding lock, and swap between roasts 
in a snap. 
Fully removable brewing group: Easy to clean and simple to remove. 
Automatic cleaning: The coffee circuit is automatically cleaned with water upon starting up or 
switching off the machine, ensuring a great fresh taste is delivered with each and every cup. 
Easy descaling: Machine prompts when descaling is needed, and the automated descaling 
process will start and guide you with clear on-screen messages. 
Easy cleaning and maintenance: Automatic cycles to descale and rinse the machine. 
Removable drip tray, water tank, spout, bean container, and brew group. 
Bold look: Polished chrome touches highlight the graphite-gray case for a high-tech looking 
machine. 
 
Warranty: 6 months for parts and labour. Excludes misuse of machine, tune-up items, and 
general maintenance. 
Returns: 15 days upon the date of purchase. No exceptions. 
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